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General comments

This is an excellent paper trying to clarify the location and timing of a major eruption
which took place somewhere around 1808-1809. The evidence provided from histor-
ical 19th century southern hemisphere literature is well documented and the paper is
well structured and well written. It is a significant contribution to this mysterious erup-
tion and can be accepted as is. Specific comments: Page 1905 The discussion on Laki
eruption and its effects in Europe can be a little bit strengthened by providing informa-
tion from Luterbacher et al., Science, 2004. Moreover, concerning the AOD following
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the unknown eruption of 1808/1809, I have had a quick look at the list of paintings at
the Tate and found a painting by John Crome entitled “Moonrise of the Yare” which
was painted between 1811-1816. In the painting the mean R/G ratio is 1.4 and the
calculated AOD corresponding to a solar zenith angle of 100 deg. was found to be
about 0.2. Year 1811 is close to the e-fold of the 0.28 AOD estimated by Crowley and
Unterman (2013) but to me it may well be that the painting was painted closer to 1816
and represents rather the Tambora effects (see Zerefos et al 2007, 2014). I think the
paper is interesting and as the other reviewing colleagues have pointed out will provide
a new look at bringing together geophysicists and historians in unrevealing mysteries
such as that of the unknown (?) eruption.
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